
 
Presentation Information 

Presentation Category Executive Leadership 
Presentation Title Leading Warriors from the Back of Giants 
Presentation Length Full Class is 16 Hours,  

can be adjusted for a 12-, 8-, or 4-hour class 
Presentation Objective Presenting Leadership mistakes and how we overcome them 

using firsthand experience and the common sense that comes 
from practical law enforcement experience from uniform 
patrol, detective bureaus, special operations and 
administration. 

Presentation Description Class is based on the book “Leading Warriors from the Backs of 
Giants”. Classroom setting with power-point and handouts for 
participant interaction that breaks down the basic mistakes 
we all make as leaders in Law Enforcement. Group discussions 
on why these mistakes keep repeating themselves despite the 
different personnel and agencies. Goals to accomplish and 
monitor to show that we are leading down the right path. 

Speaker Name & Session Tom Long, NA Session 141 
Speaker Phone Number 901-351-6254; 662-449-1045 
Speaker Email tomlongtoss@yahoo.com 
Speaker’s Biography Tom Long is a law enforcement veteran having retired in 2016 

with thirty-eight years of service. He has been a firearm’s and 
tactical combat/SWAT instructor for the past thirty-five years. 
Tom is a graduate of the FBI National Academy and thousands 
of hours of police training. At the time he retired, He was the 
longest serving Police Chief in Mississippi at 26 years.  



 
He is a past President of the Mississippi Tactical Officers 
Association and Memphis Metropolitan Association of Chiefs of 
Police. He is a recognized law enforcement expert in police 
firearms, pursuits, policy and procedure in local, state and 
federal court levels. As part of an advanced teaching cadre or 
as an individual Instructor, Tom has taught thousands of 
military Special Forces personnel and Federal, State and local 
Law Enforcement officers from around the world. He is the 
author of two books dealing with firearms instruction and law 
enforcement leadership. 
 
When he retired in January of 2016, he published “Leading 
Warriors from the Backs of Giants”. A book written based on 
his law enforcement career and all the lessons he had learned 
leading and being led. His leadership seminars are practical 
and common sense based; with content everyone in Law 
Enforcement can relate to no matter their position in the 
department or the size of their agency. 

 


